Ontology authoring is a specialised task requiring amongst other things a deep knowledge of the ontology language being used. Understanding and reusing ontologies can thus be difficult for domain experts, who tend not to be ontology experts. To address this problem, we have developed a Natural Language Generation system for transforming the axioms that form the definitions of ontology classes into Natural Language paragraphs. Our method relies on deploying ontology axioms into a top-level Rhetorical Structure Theory schema. Axioms are ordered and structured with specific rhetorical relations under rhetorical structure trees. We describe here an implementation that focuses on a sub-module of SNOMED CT. With some refinements on articles and layout, the resulting paragraphs are fluent and coherent, offering a way for subject specialists to understand an ontology's content without need to understand its logical representation.
Introduction
SNOMED CT (Spackman and Campbell, 1998) is widely mandated and promoted as a controlled vocabulary for electronic health records in several countries including the USA, UK, Canada and Australia. It is managed by the International Health Terminology Standards Development Organisation (IHTSDO) 1 . SNOMED describes diagnoses, procedures, and the necessary anatomy, biological process (morphology 2 ) and the relevant organisms that cause disease for over 400,000 distinct concepts. It is formulated using a Description Logic (DL) (Baader et al., 2005) . Description logics, usually in the form of the Web Ontology Language (OWL) 3 have become a common means of representing ontologies. Description logics in general and SNOMED in particular have been recognised as difficult to understand and reuse (Namgoong and Kim, 2007; Power et al., 2009) . Even with the more or less human readable, Manchester OWL Syntax (Horridge et al., 2006) and using tools such as Protégé (Knublauch et al., 2004 ) the task of understanding ontologies remains non-trivial for most domain experts.
Consider, for example, a clinician seeking information about the concept of thoracic cavity structure 4 (i.e., anything in the chest cavity). SNOMED provides the following six axioms:
1. <Structure of thoracic viscus> SubClassOf <Thoracic cavity structure> 2. <Intrathoracic cardiovascular structure> SubClassOf <Thoracic cavity structure> 3. <Mediastinal structure> SubClassOf <Thoracic cavity structure> 4. <Thoracic cavity structure> SubClassOf <Structure of respiratory system and/or intrathoracic structure> 5. <Thoracic cavity structure> SubClassOf <Thoracic structure> 6. <Thoracic cavity structure> SubClassOf <Body cavity structure>
Although these axioms are shown with the more readable Manchester OWL syntax, the represented meaning of Thoracic cavity structure will not be easy for the typical clinician to decode. Ontology concepts can be much more complex than those shown above. Not only can there be more axioms, but there can be nested axioms to an arbitrary depth. So the comprehension problem facing the typical clinician is even greater than that just described. It should be reduced, however, if the ontological content were presented in a more coherent, fluent and natural way -for example as:
A thoracic cavity structure is a kind of structure of the respiratory system and/or intrathoracic structure, thoracic structure and body cavity structure. It includes a structure of the thoracic viscus, an intrathoracic cardiovascular structure and a mediastinal structure.
or, with added layout, as:
A thoracic cavity structure is a kind of
• structure of the respiratory system and/or intrathoracic structure, • thoracic structure, and
• body cavity structure.
It includes
• a structure of the thoracic viscus,
• an intrathoracic cardiovascular structure and
• a mediastinal structure.
In these (human-generated) texts, the author has chosen to retain the general form of the anatomical terms as they appear in SNOMED, signalling them through the use of italics and introducing in places a definite article (e.g., "structure of the thoracic viscus". While these terms (particularly in the peculiar form they take in SNOMED names 5 ) still present a barrier to non-subject-specialists, nevertheless the ontological content rendered as natural language is now much more accessible to non-ontology specialists.
Using natural language descriptions is obviously one way of improving the transparency of ontologies. However, authoring such descriptions is tedious and time-consuming to achieve by hand. This is clearly an area where automatic generation could be beneficial. With this in mind, we have built a verbaliser that renders SNOMED concepts as fluent natural language paragraphs.
Mapping SNOMED to a Representation of Coherent Discourse
Our goal is to use standard techniques for natural language generation (NLG) to generate fluent paragraph-sized texts for SNOMED concepts automatically.
Verbalisation is a two-staged process of deciding what to say and then how to say it. In our work the first of these is a non-issue: the content of our verbalisation will be SNOMED concepts. Our focus is therefore on deciding how to express the content.
As with any NLG system, our task begins by organising the input content in such a way as to provide a structure that will lead to coherent text, as opposed to a string of apparently disconnected sentences. Given the nature of our problem, we need to focus on the semantics of the discourse that can accommodate the nature of ontology axioms. For this purpose, we have chosen to use Rhetorical Structure Theory (RST) (Mann and Thompson, 1987; Mann and Thompson, 1988) , as a mechanism for organising the ontological content of the SNOMED input.
RST is a theory of discourse that addresses issues of semantics, communication and the nature of the coherence of texts, and plays an important role in computational methods for generating natural language texts (Hovy, 1990; Scott and Souza, 1990; Mellish et al., 1998; Power et al., 2003) . According to the theory, a text is coherent when it can be described as a hierarchical structure composed of text spans linked by rhetorical relations that represent the relevance relation that holds between them (among the set of 23 relations are EVIDENCE, MOTIVATION, CONTRAST, ELABORATION, RESULT, CAUSE, CONDITION, ANTITHESIS, ALTERNATIVE, LIST, CONCESSION and JUSTIFICATION). Relations can be left implicit in the text, but are more often signalled through discourse markers -words or phrases such as "because" for EVIDENCE, "in order to" for ENABLEMENT, "although" for ANTITHESIS, Figure 1 : axioms and their relations to the class Thoracic cavity structure "but" for CONCESSION, "and" for LIST, "or" for ALTERNATIVE, etc. (Sporleder and Lascarides, 2008; Callaway, 2003) . They can also be signalled by punctuation (e.g., a colon for ELABORATION, comma between the elements of LIST, etc.).
In RST, text spans are divided into a schema, containing either a nucleus (N) and satellite (S), or two or more nuclei. Nuclei contain the information that is critical to the communicative message; satellites contain less critical information, which support the statements of their nuclei. The relations among nuclei and satellites are often expressed as:
These expressions conveniently take the same form as those expressing the types of ontology axiom, e.g.:
where, SubClassOf and EquivalentClasses express relations between A and B, and C and D. This suggests that with careful selection of RST relations, and applying appropriate discourse markers, ontologies can be represented as RST structures, and generated as natural language paragraphs that are not far from human written text.
To investigate the feasibility of this proposal, we have experimented with feeding axioms into RST trees, and have achieved a positive outcome. For example, the six axioms of the thoracic cavity structure concept that we have seen earlier can be organised into two groups of relations as shown in Figure 1 . In the upper group are the super-classes of the thoracic cavity structure class, and in the lower are the sub-classes. This way of grouping the axioms can better present their relations to the class.
This structure can now be transformed into the RST tree shown in Figure 2 , where the most important element of the message is the class Thoracic cavity structure, and this forms the main nucleus of the RST tree. The remaining content is related to this through an ELABORATION relation, the satellite of which is composed of two items of a multinucleus LIST, each of which is itself a LIST. This structure can be expressed textually as (among others) the two natural language descriptions we have shown earlier. These texts satisfy the requirement of coherence (as defined by RST), since each part bears a rhetorical relation to the other, and the entire text is itself spanned by a single rhetorical relation.
Our exploration of RST has shown that some relations map well to the characteristic features of ontology axioms. For example:
• the LIST relation captures well those cases where a group of axioms in the ontology bear the same level of relation to a given class; • the ELABORATION relation applies generally to connect different notions of axioms to a class (i.e., super-, sub-and defining-classes), in order to provide additional descriptive information to the class; • the CONDITION relation generally applies in cases where an axiom has property restrictions. We also found that some rhetorical relations appear to bear a one-to-one mapping with logical forms of axioms, such as ALTERNATIVE to the logical or, and LIST to the logical and.
Our experience and the evidence over many practical cases have indicated that the full set of rhetorical relations is unlikely to be applied for ontology verbalisation. In particular, the set of socalled presentational relations are unlikely to apply, as ontology authors do not normally In addition, even within the set of informational relations (Moser and Moore, 1996) , there are several that will not be found in ontologies. For example, since each axiom in an ontology is assumed to be true, using one axiom as an EVIDENCE of another axiom would be redundant. Similarly, using one axiom to JUSTIFY another axiom is not a conventional way of building ontologies.
Applying RST
Our investigations have shown that it is possible to build a top-level RST schema to cover all axioms with different meanings related to a class (see Figure 3 ). In SNOMED, axioms relating to a concept (i.e., class) can be either direct or indirect. Direct axioms describe the topic class directly, in which the topic class is the first class appearing in those axioms. Indirect axioms provide extra information, typically about how a class is used with other classes. For example, the axiom <Structure of thoracic viscus> SubClassOf(<Structure of viscus> and <Thoracic cavity structure>)
can be placed as direct information about structure of thoracic viscus; it can also be placed as indirect information about Structure of viscus or Thoracic cavity structure.
Within the categories of direct and indirect information, axioms are also classified as either simple or complex. This distinction allows us to control the length of the verbalisation, since most complex axioms tend to be translated into longer sentences, involving as they do more properties and value restrictions. Simple axioms, on the other hand, describe only class relations, the length of which can be better controlled.
For a given SNOMED class, our verbalisation process starts with its super-, sub-and equivalentclasses, within an ELABORATION relation. The use of the ELABORATION relation allows the first part of the text to connect all classes relating to the topic class; the second part then starts to introduce more complex information directly related to the topic class. The ELABORATION relation is used until all the direct information has been included. Next the CONCESSION relation is applied to connect direct and indirect information.
Additionally, each indirect axiom should have its own subject, and therefore, they cannot be combined smoothly into a single sentence. We therefore use LIST as the relation for these axioms, since they are equally weighted, and changing the order among them does not affect the meaning of the whole paragraph.
Every complex axiom is translated using a CONDITION relation. This is because complex axioms contain conditional information to their subject class. For example:
<Disorder of soft tissue of thoracic cavity> EquivalentTo(<Disorder of soft tissue of body cavity> and (<RoleGroup> some (<Finding site> some <Thoracic cavity structure>)) and (<RoleGroup> some (<Finding site> some <Soft tissues>)))
The condition in this axiom starts from the first "and" in the fourth line and extends to the end of the axiom. This condition needs to be attached to the class Disorder of soft tissue of body cavity to be equivalent to the Disorder of soft tissue of thoracic cavity class. We apply this rule to all complex axioms in an ontology.
Verbalising Individual Axioms
We use a template-based technique for verbalising the axioms as sentences. We have carefully selected translations of the SNOMED expressions. Our choice has been driven by an attempt to translate each axiom so as to preserve the meaning in the ontology and to avoid introducing misleading information. For example, the convention within ontologies is to conceptualise super-classes as an "is a" relation. However, translating this term as the English string "is a" can lead to misunderstanding, since the English expression can also be used to mean "equal to". Clearly, though, a class is not equal to its superclass. In this context, a more accurate translation is "is a kind of". We show some of these translations in Table 1 . There are two sub-classes in the above sentence, and we have signalled their connection (in a LIST relation) with "and" as the discourse marker. In those cases where there are more than two subclasses, we use instead a comma "," except for the last mentioned, where we introduce "and". The same approach is applied to super-classes.
Relation to the topic class X
In those cases where a class has both super-and sub-classes to describe, we introduce the second sentence with "It" thus achieving better linguistic cohesion by avoiding having to repeat the same subject from the first sentence.
To bridge simple-direct and complex-direct axioms, we use "Additionally" to signal the introduction of more information relevant to the topic. For example to continue from the above two sentences, we have "Additionally, benign hypertensive renal disease is a kind of hypertensive renal disease that has a finding site in a kidney structure."
All direct information should have been consumed at this point, and we now need some bridging expression to signal the introduction of the indirect axioms. For this we use "Another relevant aspect of" or "Other relevant aspects of", depending on the number of axioms in the set. Continuing with our example, we now have "Other relevant aspects of benign hypertensive renal disease include the following: benign arteriolar nephrosclerosis is a kind of benign hypertensive renal disease and arteriolar nephrosclerosis; benign hypertensive heart and renal disease is defined as benign hypertensive renal disease, benign hypertensive heart disease and hypertensive heart and renal disease."
The improved transparency of the underlying ontological content can be clearly demonstrated by comparison with the SNOMED input from which it is derived.
The output that we have shown so far has all been generated as running text with minimal formatting except for the use of italic face for SNOMED labels. This works well for simple examples, but as can be seen from the previous example, readability becomes increasingly challenged as the expressions become longer. For this reason, we have also included in our system the facility to use layout to convey the logical structure of the ontological content. For example, the content shown above can also be generated as "Benign hypertensive renal disease is a kind of hypertensive renal disease. It includes • benign arteriolar nephrosclerosis and
• benign hypertensive heart and renal disease. Additionally, benign hypertensive renal disease is a kind of hypertensive renal disease that has a finding site in a kidney structure. Other relevant aspects of benign hypertensive renal disease include the following:
• benign arteriolar nephrosclerosis is defined as benign hypertensive renal disease and arteriolar nephrosclerosis; • benign hypertensive heart and renal disease is defined as benign hypertensive renal disease, benign hypertensive heart disease and hypertensive heart and renal disease."
Issues Related to Fluency
The quality of a text, whether human-or machinegenerated, is to a large extent determined by its fitness for purpose. For example, the characteristics of a scientific article, a newspaper article or a twitter will be rather different, even though they may convey the same "message". The same is true for natural language descriptions of ontological content, which can range from the fully-fluent to the closely literal (e.g., something likely to be thought of as a kind of "SNOMEDese"), depending on whether it is intended, say, for inclusion in a narrative summary of an electronic patient record (Hallett et al., 2006) or for ontology developers or users who want to know the precise ontological representation of some part of the ontology. So far, our aim has been to generate descriptions that fall into the latter category. For this purpose we retain the full expressions of the pseudo-English labels found in the official SNOMED Descriptions document 6 , representing them within our generation process as "quotes" (Mellish et al., 2006) and signalling them through the use of italics. The texts still need to be grammatical, however, and achieving this can be challenging. In what follows we give a few examples of why this is so.
It is a convention of ontology design to treat each class as singular; we follow this convention, introducing each class with the indefinite article. So, for example, the SNOMED labels <Intrathoracic cardiovascular structure> and < Structure of thoracic viscus> can be expressed straightforwardly as "a structure of thoracic viscus" and "an intratrathoracic cardiovascular structure". However, matters are not so simple. For example, <Heart structure> will require the definite article ("the heart structure") and while <Structure of thoracic viscus> will attract an indefinite article at its front, it would read much better if it also had a definite article within it, giving "a structure of the thoracic viscus". A similar story holds for <Abdomen and pelvis> which properly should be "the abdomen and pelvis" or "the abdomen and the pelvis". Achieving this level of grammaticality will rely on knowledge that, for example, the human body contains only one heart and abdomen. Interestingly, this information is not captured within the SNOMED In SNOMED, the property after is used to give an after-effect (i.e., "Hypertension associated with transplantation" is an after-effect of a kidney transplant), and for a non-SNOMED expert, this meaning is not at all clear in the generated text. This applies to many properties in SNOMED. Consider for example, the properties "finding site" and "clinical course" as in:
"Chronic heart disease is defined as a chronic disease of cardiovascular system that is a heart disease, and has a clinical course in a chronic." and "Abdominal organ finding is a general finding of abdomen that has a finding site in a structure of abdominal viscus."
The extent to which issues such as these are treated within the generation process will, as we mentioned before, be a matter of how fluent the text needs to be for a given purpose.
Conclusion
We have described a method for generating coherent and fairly fluent natural language descriptions of ontologies, and have shown how the method can be applied successfully to SNOMED CT, a medical terminology whose use is widely mandated. Through the application of Rhetorical Structure Theory, the ontological content is organised into a discourse schema that allows us to generate appropriate discourse markers, pronouns, punctuation and layout, thereby making it more easily accessible to those who are not fully familiar with the ontology language in use. In its current form, the system is aimed at readers who care how the SNOMED is constructed -for example, those wishing to know the precise meaning of a given class. We believe there is no single solution to satisfying a wider range of user interests, and thus of text types. While we continue to work towards improving the output of our system, evaluating the output with non-ontology specialists, and testing our method with other ontologies and ontology languages, achieving fully fluent natural language is beyond the scope of our system. We are not at this point overly concerned by this limitation, as the need for clarity and transparency of ontologies is, we believe, more pressing than the need for fully fluent natural language descriptions.
